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Inside ‘Change the Voice of One,
this Change the Views of Many’
edition Jarrod Clowery, a Boston Bombing survivor and his foundation - Hero’s Hearts Foundation
By Hanna Williamson
Contributing Writer
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Where were you on April 15, 2013 at 2:49 pm? Only one short year
ago, I vividly remember sitting in Salmanson Dining Hall, with my
eyes glued to the breaking news coverage playing on all the TVs. For
the first time in my Bryant career, an eerie hush filled the dining
hall as everyone around me also stared blankly at the breaking news
coverage. The typical “Salmo” chatter was replaced with the frantic
news reporters and coverage of the tragic scene happening live
on Boylston Street in Boston, Massachusetts. The 2013 Marathon
Monday that we all know as a renowned New England tradition,
turned into a horrific sight, playing out right before our eyes,
terrorists had set off two bombs.
This past fall semester I participated in the Management-200
Service Learning Project. Through this semester long project, I had
the opportunity to work with one inspiring individual and survivor
of the Boston Marathon bombing, Jarrod Clowery.
On April 15th, standing only three feet in front of the second
bomb, Jarrod was blown into Bolyston Street, puncturing the back of
his legs with shrapnel and debris emitted

See “Hero’s Hearts Foundation,” page 3
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By May Vickers
Staff Writer
As part of Bryant
University’s ongoing
sustainability efforts the Facilities
Department will renovate
the Koffler building with
sustainability innovative Boral
TruExterior Trim this coming
summer. The decorative exterior
trim which looks like natural
wood has many sustainable
advantages.
The trim is comprised
of seventy percent recycled
materials and has been tested to
last five years in even the most
extreme climates. Due to the
polymer chemistry and coalcombustion products the trim
contains properties with almost
all no moisture cycling making
this the product an ideal exterior
trim for Bryant’s Koffler building.
The facilities department
chose this trim over competitors
because Boral TruExterior
Trim has similar properties
to natural wood and added
benefits. Comparable to wood
the trim has a similar weight,
can be painted any color, has a
reversible authentic wood grain
and smooth grain side and is easy
to cut or alter.
Additional benefits
include exceptional durability,
workability and resistance to
rotting, cracking or splitting.
Most other exterior trim
products cannot withstand
intense moisture and

temperature change, are not
approved for ground contact,
require special adhesives or
costly installation techniques and
cannot be painted any color.
Boral TruExterior Trim has
been certified as a sustainable
solution. This product is SCS
certified minimum seventy
percent recycled content pre
consumer and Cradle to Cradle
silver. SCS Global Services sets
the standard for sustainability
as a trusted leader in third party
environmental, sustainability,
and food quality certification,
auditing, testing and standards
development.
The Cradle to Cradle Certified
Products Program represents
a rigorous and comprehensive
system that analyzes a products’
overall sustainability in
categories including material
health, material reutilization,
renewable energy, water

stewardship and social fairness.
In comparison to competing trim
brands, TruExterior trim has
the highest recycled content , is
the first trim to achieve Cradle
to Cradle silver certification and
is produced in a LEED Silver
certified commercial facility in
East Spencer, North Carolina.
Boral TruExterior Trim has
multiple applications including
door trims, window surrounds,
fascia boards, soffits, corners,
garage door casings and rake
boards. With the versatility of
the trim, this product has been
used in various constructions
throughout the nation. In 2008,
builder David Haines utilized
TruExterior Trim to build eight
sustainable homes in Knoxville,
Tennessee responding to
consumer requests for increased
sustainable products. Similar to
David Haines, builder Charlie
Bordsen used TruExterior Trim

in his custom built homes in
East Hampton, New York to
save money and “go green.” His
customers felt satisfied knowing
that they had the option to use
better performing and more
sustainable products.
In 2009, USA Today reported
that over one hundred majors,
minors and certificates in
energy and sustainability related
programs were added compared
to only three programs added
in 2005. According to the
National Career Development
Association, many universities
are now ranked on their green
and sustainability initiatives as
student interest in this career
field has heavily increased in the
past five years. As sustainability
initiatives continue to increase
across university campuses
nationwide it is refreshing to see
Bryant University capitalizing
upon this trend.
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Bryant makes top
50 business schools
By Ashley Esper
Campus News Editor
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Kelsie’s Korner
Spritz Cookies
By Kelsie Hollenbeck
Staff Writer

Spring has sprung! What better way to celebrate the warm weather than with
some tasty baked goods? These cookies may trick the mind into thinking they are
flowers, but I assure you: they are edible and delectable. Some may even believe
they are too beautiful to eat, but those doubts will fly after tasting these amazing
treats. Spritz cookies can be made easily with a cookie press. With just one press,
you’ll have flowers blooming right before your eyes. You aren’t limited to just
flowers with the Spritz cookie press, either; you can make any shape ranging from
a teddy bear to a Christmas tree!
These cookies can represent any season or occasion you’d like, extending from
shape to color; and they are crowd-pleasers, too. One important tip when making
Spritz cookies: don’t forget to accessorize! No jewelry for these cookies, decorate
them freely them with sprinkles, frosting, or even chocolate. The possibilities are
endless! No matter what shape or décor you choose, a beautiful tray full of cookies
will be the end result.

Bryant University is ranked 49th of the top 50 business schools in the country, as
recently announced in the 2014 Bloomberg Businessweek rankings. The university’s
rising position in the annual rankings solidifies Bryant’s leadership role and
innovative approach to education.
What makes Bryant stand out? The university is unique in its integrated pairing of
business and the liberal arts, producing well-rounded graduates. Bryant’s global focus
is also a point of acclaim, ranking among the top fifteen colleges and universities in
2012 for undergraduate participation in study abroad programs. A point of difference
between Bryant and competing universities is the unique opportunity for students
to participate in the Sophomore International Experience, a ten to twelve day
introduction to studying abroad with each group of students accompanied by Bryant
faculty.
The learning experience at Bryant is one of a kind, whether it be abroad or in a
classroom. The university employs no teaching assistants and professors have realworld experience. Small class sizes allow students to become active participants in the
classroom and work collaboratively with professors and within groups. This academic
quality indicator is among the criteria of the schools ranked, along with student
surveys, feedback from employers in the business community, and median salaries.
The employer survey ranked Bryant 18th out of 132 undergraduate programs; this
affirms Bryant’s undeniable ability to prepare students for success. Other significant
recognitions for Bryant include the university’s rank as second in the region in 2013
for up-and-coming universities and sixteenth nationally for its International Business
program. In 2013, Bryant University was acclaimed by the Princeton Review as
among the “Best 378 Colleges” in the United States. Here is what Bryant community
members have to say about the recent accreditation:
President Machtley says “Businessweek’s recognition of the excellence of our
programs highlights Bryant’s leadership role in delivering an innovative education
that stands out among those of the elite business schools in the country.”
"Bryant continues to set itself apart as one of the most innovative schools in its
peer group,” said Richard Joseph, interim provost and chief academic officer. “I am
honored to be joining Bryant at such an exciting time in its 150-year history.”
“I am thrilled that our small university community is recognized for its
accomplishments and prestige. One of the reasons I chose Bryant, aside from the
exemplary academics and program for my major, is that everyone here is always
willing to help one another and contribute to peers’ success. Not only do we shine in
our academia, we shine as a community.” –Bryant University undergraduate student
“We determine the success of our business program based in part on the careers that
our students have pursued, the jobs that they have accepted, and the paths that they
have chosen to take,” said Madan Annavarjula, Ph.D., associate dean of the College
of Business. “In 2013, more than half of our students had job offers before they even
walked on the stage at graduation.” Within six months of commencement, Bryant’s
Class of 2013 reported that 98 percent were employed or enrolled in graduate school,
a clear indicator of the value of the Bryant degree.

Ingredients

1 cup butter, softened
1/2 cup sugar
2 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 egg
1/4 teaspoon almond extract or vanilla
Food color, if desired
1/4 cup melted chocolate for topping, if desired

Directions

1) Heat oven to 400ºF. Beat butter and sugar in large bowl with electric mixer on
medium speed, or mix with spoon. Stir in flour, salt, egg, almond extract and a
few drops of food coloring.
2) Place dough in cookie press. For the flower shape shown in the photo, chose
the flower disk. Form desired shapes on ungreased cookie sheet. Decorate with
currants.
3) Bake 5 to 8 minutes or until set but not brown. Immediately remove from
cookie sheet to wire rack.
4) To decorate cookies after baking, you may need to use a drop of corn syrup to
attach decorations to cookies.

Hero’s Hearts Foundation
Continued from page 1
from the explosion. Out of his group of friends in the same vicinity, Jarrod was the
only survivor to maintain all of his limbs. To this day, he is still undergoing surgeries to
remove the nails and pellets embedded in his legs.
Although Jarrod experienced this tragic event, he does not see himself as a victim.
Jarrod is a survivor; an individual who seeks to inspire others through his experiences.
Through his darkest of days spent recovering in the hospital, he found hope. The
support he received from hundreds of people around him sparked the idea to create a
non-profit foundation called “Hero’s Hearts.”
I first encountered Jarrod at the introduction of the Service Learning Project for all
Management 200 students. Prior to his presentation, my professor asked me to write
a press release on Jarrod’s speech for media coverage on campus. I drafted the release
within a few days and sent the finished copy to multiple local TV and radio stations,
hoping some reporters would be interested in his story. On the day of the event, I
received a phone call from ABC-6 News informing me they would send someone to
cover the story.
From the moment I first heard Jarrod’s speech, I was inspired to help his cause. After
establishing a relationship with him, we agreed to work together for the semester as
part of the Service Learning Project. Every Monday Jarrod would come back to school,
where my group would work on enhancing his public speaking skills. We taught him
various lessons, such as how to address different types of audiences and organizations
and how to define his talking points. With practice and constant constructive criticism,

Jarrod constructed his speech into a more concise and impactful direct meaning
promoting his foundation for multiple public appearances.
On the logistic side of our project, we used our business outlooks to assist in the
establishment of Jarrod’s non-profit organization, called the Hero’s Hearts Foundation.
By the end of the semester, Hero’s Hearts transformed from a simple idea into a
functioning foundation. With a dedicated founder and inspiring mission to give back
to the real heroes, Hero’s Hearts aims to help others achieve success and remember to
give back to the community.
Jarrod has successfully completed his goal in building his foundation before the
anniversary of the Marathon. Hero’s Hearts Foundation officially launched on April 1st
at Jillian’s in Boston, MA,
The bombing impacted the lives of people throughout Boston, as well as across the
country, forming an unbreakable bond as “Boston Strong.” In times of tragedy, Boston
citizens united in full force. From the first responders on the scene to the selfless
citizens who jumped in to help, the country and the city of Boston truly are stronger
than ever.
As the one year anniversary of this event approaches next week, April 21st, the
tradition of Marathon Monday will continue like it always has. However, this Marathon
will be special. Participants will run for themselves, for the victims, for the survivors,
and for Boston Strong.
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Long Island student Sigma Chi holds
accepted at all 8 Ivy successful Derby
League schools
Days philanthrophy
By Zachary R. Dowdy
MCT Campus

Seventeen-year-old Kwasi Enin of
Shirley, N.Y., took a shot at and won
_ what amounts to an academic royal
flush: He applied to and was accepted
at all eight Ivy League schools.
But the William Floyd High School
senior said he never thought he’d land
slots in the class of 2018 at Brown,
Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth,
Harvard, Princeton, the University
of Pennsylvania and Yale. He hasn’t
decided where he’ll attend, but would
cross Long Island Sound to attend Yale
in New Haven, Conn., depending on
the financial aid package offered.
Kwasi said he thought he’d just give
it the old college try and “maybe two or
three of them” would bite, he said. The
eight Ivy League colleges are among

the nation’s most selective institutions
of higher education. As an example of
what Kwasi accomplished, Harvard has
one of the lowest acceptance rates in
the country at just 5.9 percent for the
fall of 2014 2,023 students out of 34,295
applicants.
For Kwasi, applying to a competitive
college wasn’t exactly a gamble. He
has an SAT score of 2,250 out of 2,400,
which places him in the 99th percentile
for all students taking the exam. He
has taken and scored high on many
Advanced Placement exams. He is an
athlete, a shot putter, in fact, and his
baritone voice can belt out a tune when
he’s not playing viola for the school
orchestra.
Still, he said, “I’ve never heard of
someone getting all eight.”
He has now surpassed the
accomplishments of some of his uncles
and cousins, who were accepted to
several Ivies. “I always thought they
were far better than me academically,”
Kwasi said.
He began hearing from each of the
schools on March 27, the date when

tens of thousands of anxious students
log onto the schools’ websites to see
if they have been accepted. Kwasi had
already been accepted to Princeton in
December, but he hoped to make the
cut at a few more.
Brown: Yes. Columbia: Yes. Cornell:
Yes. And the yesses kept coming. “I was
like this can’t be happening.”
By session’s end, about 5 p.m., he
had checked six Ivy League schools and
then received an email at about 5:30
p.m. from Harvard a school he thought
would never accept him.
“It has to be the one to reject me,” he
said as he sat in his high school library
Monday, still incredulous. “They’re
Harvard.”
And if that was not enough, he also

gained acceptance to Duke University,
Stony Brook University, SUNY Geneseo
and Binghamton University.
Administrators at William Floyd
were proud but not surprised by Kwasi’s
perfect Ivy League acceptance rate,
saying he is an academic standout.
“You could see the potential that
Kwasi had back then and to see it all
come together is truly spectacular,” said
Barbara Butler, principal of the school
who also taught Kwasi for six years.
“He has it all together he’s extremely
intelligent, hardworking, well-rounded
and humble.”
Ebenezer Enin, Kwasi’s father, a
nurse, said Kwasi who wants to study
medicine was raised, along with his
sister, to strive for excellence.
“We are very proud of him,” he
said. “He’s an amazing kid. He’s very
humble. He’s been trained to be a high
achiever right from when he was a kid.
We have been encouraging him to be
an all-around student. So far, he has
proved himself.”

Want to get involved in The Archway?
Come to Fisher Center in meeting room
3 on Mondays at 5:30!

By Richard Garceau
Contributing Writer
Bryant University’s Sigma
Chi Fraternity chapter held
its fourth annual Derby Days
philanthropy event this past
week. Derby Days involve
teams of girls competing
against one another in various
events. Derby Days raised
money for the Huntsman
Cancer Institute, a cancer
research facility and hospital.
This year has been Derby
Days’ most successful year
to date. The fraternity and

“This experience allowed us to support some of our best
friends on campus in their biggest philanthropy event of
the year.”

the teams raised over $6,000 for the
Huntsman Cancer Institute. This year’s
winning teams from the gold and blue
divisions, Shark Bait and Team America
respectively, were a strong part of
that success with their hard work and
determination.
Senior Delaney Carr, a member of
Team America, explained, “Through
Derby Days, our team was able to build
stronger bonds with each other and
the brothers of Sigma Chi, all while
raising money for a great cause. As the

winning team, we will donate our 10%
(of total proceeds) to a veteran’s fund
because we are Team America, and we
are very supportive of our troops. Most
importantly, this experience allowed us
to support some of our best friends on
campus in their biggest philanthropy
event of the year.”
The winning team is allotted a
percentage of the total money raised
for the charity of their choice to reward
their success. The field was extremely
competitive in each of the events for the
nautical-themed Derby Days. New this
year was, Sink Your Ship, based on the
year’s theme. Teams earned points for
launching water balloons at Sigma Chi
fraternity brothers. Teams were given a
set amount of water balloons, but were
allowed to purchase more balloons to
earn more points. The event raised over
$250 in addition to over $1000 in online
donations that day.
“I really enjoyed Sink Your Ship. It
was a fun way to raise money for a good
cause and the boys couldn’t retaliate,”
said Shayla Keenan, a member of Team
America.
Tyler Holden, this year’s Derby
Daddy (the event coordinator) said, “I’m
very proud of all the teams and their
efforts. Our hard work has paid off with
another successful year for Derby Days.”
Holden and Bryant’s Sigma Chi
encourage everyone to donate to the
Huntsman Cancer Institute if you would
like to support the cause, or put together
a team for next year’s Derby Days.
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The Special Olymics at Bryant
The Special Olympics will return to Bryant for the 34th consecutive year
By Anna Mignon
Contributing Writer
Mark your calendars because the Special Olympics
Northern Rhode Island Area Day of Games is just around
the corner! For the 34th year, Bryant University will be
hosting the Northern Rhode Island Olympic Games on
campus. The Special Olympics event at Bryant University is
an annual all day event where athletes and their teams will
be competing for a chance to play at the state games at the
University of Rhode Island. This year’s Day of Games will be
very special because the day will be dedicated to an athlete,
Stuart Gast, who recently passed away earlier in the year.
The Special Olympics is an international organization
that features athletes with disabilities all over the world. The
Special Olympics was founded in the mid 1970’s by Eunice
Kennedy Shriver on behalf of her sister, Rosemary. There
are many games all over the world. In each day of games,
athletes with disabilities will compete in a wide variety of
athletic events such as soccer, track and field, tennis, and
even swimming. The day of games here at Bryant is focused
more on track and field events, but we also have a volleyball
tournament.
The games are scheduled for Saturday, May 3rd, 2014
and will be held at the track and football stadium on
campus. This is a very exciting day at Bryant University
because so many people come together for a great cause and
a day of fun. The athletes that are competing, have spent all
year working hard practicing their various track and field
events in preparation for the day of games. Each year, there
are about 600 athletes that compete in the day of games.
The Special Olympics Committee at Bryant University helps
support these athletes by planning the day of games and
rounding up as many volunteers as possible. Last year there
were about 500 volunteers and this year we are hoping for
more.
The Special Olympics Day of Games is an extremely
important event and we need your help! We welcome all
volunteers to help out with this event. The Special Olympics
Committee needs help from volunteers and the more we
have, the better the day of games will be. Volunteering is

The 2013 - 2014 Special Olympics board. (Migena Dulaj)
also a good way to show support for Special Olympics.
There are many different tasks that volunteers can help out
with including help set up for the day of games, grilling
hamburgers, and hotdogs for the athletes and their guests,
timing track and field events, or even just standing at
the finish line to cheer on the athletes. Anyone can be a
volunteer and support Special Olympics.
The day of games at Bryant University can be a lot of fun.
Not only are you helping a good cause but you can learn a
lot from the athletes, and their families. The Day of Games
is just around the corner and it is an event you do not want
to miss. We welcome everyone and we can never have too
many volunteers or supporters. If you cannot volunteer, you
can still come see the games. The event will be from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. by the track and football field. Come to
cheer on the athletes and all the teams competing at the Day
of Games. If you are interested in volunteering, we have two
shifts for our volunteers. The morning shift is from 8:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. and the afternoon shift will be from 12:00 p.m.

to 4:00 p.m. You can even volunteer for both shifts.
There will be an opportunity to sign up to volunteer
at our Kickoff Event in the rotunda on Monday, April
21st, 2014. The Special Olympics Committee will be in the
Rotunda with music playing, sign-up sheets for volunteers,
and cupcakes. Feel free to stop by to sign up to volunteer or
learn more about the Day of Games. If you or someone you
know is interested in volunteering for the Day of Games,
you can contact Aubrey Mable at amable@bryant.edu for
more information.
Additionally, you can support the Special OlympicsBryant University Day of Games by following our Twitter
Account: @BryantSORI2014 or our Facebook page, “Special
Olympics of Rhode Island – Bryant University” for more
updates and information. Your support of the Special
Olympics is greatly appreciated. Hope to see you at Kickoff
in the rotunda on April 21st and at the Day of Games on
May 3rd!

Zeta Rho places second at national
convention in Miami
By Jenna Kennan
Contributing Writer

This past week, Bryant’s chapter of Pi
Sigma Epsilon sent six members to the
National Convention in Miami, Florida.
At the convention, chapters compete on
various different topics such as Service,
Marketing and PR projects, recruitment
challenges, the Pro-Am Sell-a-Thon,
and a Case Study Competition.
They also attend different types of
meetings and presentations such as
Certified Chapter Officer training,
Roundtables, and Keynote speakers.
The week started off on April
8th as the group left Bryant in the
wee hours of the morning for Logan
Airport. Tuesday was one of the
more relaxed days of the busy week,
so the group took the opportunity to
see some sites and take in the local
cuisine. Some time was also spent
starting to prepare for the Pro-Am
Sell-a-Thon, a sales competition, that
would take place on Friday.
Wednesday through Friday were
very event-filled days for the Zeta
Rho chapter. A good portion of the
day Wednesday was spent preparing
for the Recruitment Challenge
that took place on Thursday. Our
members also went to the PSE
Roundtables. At this meeting, our
members were able to meet with members
of different chapters from around the
country and discuss different topics.
Some of the topics included recruitment,
affiliation with Greek or Roman letters,
and different project ideas including
marketing and philanthropy projects.
Our members learned a lot from other
successful chapters in attendance and are
looking forward to start implementing
what we learned in our chapter and in
the Bryant community. The next part

of the day Wednesday was spent in a
presentation given by President Dan
Maitland of MultiView on Fearless
Selling. Maitland gave the audience tips
and tricks when making a sale, including
what types of questions to ask the buyer
and how to close a deal. The presentation
was both informative and entertaining for
our members as they prepared themselves
for the sales competition that was right

training sessions, our members learned
how to better and more effectively lead
our chapter in their given position. They
also learned techniques specifically
needed in their positions as well as how to
use COG, the Chapter Operations Guide
used by Headquarters, more efficiently.
From CCO training, our members went
to the PSE Career Fair to set up for the
Recruitment Challenge. The challenge

around the corner.
Zeta Rho’s members had another
busy day Thursday, starting off with the
annual meeting. It was announced at
this meeting that Pi Sigma Epsilon-Zeta
Rho of Bryant University will be hosting
the Northeast Regional Conference
in November. Directly following
the meeting, some of our members
participated in Chapter Certified Officer
training, including VP of PR and VP of
Marketing sections specifically. At these

was to try and recruit the judges to join
your chapter of PSE. Our chapter’s theme
was “Ticket to Success”. Following the
Recruitment Challenge, our members who
were participating in the Pro-Am Sella-Thon received coaching from various
industry professionals, faculty advisors,
and alumni on different techniques of
selling and closing as well as helping
to clarify any information given in the
prompt.
Then came competition day. Friday

was the day that really tested the abilities
of our members with five participating in
the Pro-Am Sell-a-Thon sales competition
at different points throughout the day and
three of our members presenting in the
Case Study competition. The prompt for
the sales competition was, as a MultiView
employee, you had to sell targeted online
advertising impressions to Covidien, an
existing customer of the company. The
competition was a learning experience
for all, and two of our members were
even able to close the deal in the
allotted 12 minutes.
Next came the Case Study
Competition. Our members were
given a prompt to come up with
a target market and marketing
campaign for Geico Auto Insurance.
Our team presented in the preliminary
round in front of two judges, but then
had to present two more times as they
made it to the Top Three teams out of
seventeen. The other two teams were
from University of Missouri and Ohio
State University.
On Saturday evening, the
convention was closed out with a
banquet and awards presentation. It
was here that it was announced that
the Pi Sigma Epsilon 2015 National
Convention will be hosted in Houston,
Texas. Awards were also given out for
projects, Top Chapters, the Pro-Am
Sell-a-Thon, the Recruitment Challenge
and the Case Competition. At the
Awards ceremony, Bryant’s Case Study
Competition team was awarded with
second place, receiving a trophy and 500
dollars towards our chapter.
We are so proud of our members that
competed and participated this week.
We would also like to say thank you to
all those who have helped guide us and
support us on our road to nationals.
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iPhone 6 Preview The college student’s guide to
By Molly Funk
Staff Writer
Just in case you have already gotten bored of your iPhone 5s, it
seems as though Apple will be releasing yet another iPhone surely
to be labelled the iPhone 6. What exactly can we expect from this
new device?
A bigger screen:
There are a couple rumors centered on this topic. Some believe
Apple will up its screen size to 4.7 inches. Others anticipate an
iPhone-iPad hybrid, a device with A 5.5 to 5.7 inch screen. It is
probable that the new iPhone will have increased retina display,
which Apple measures by its viewing ability. The current iPhone
has a viewing distance of 10 inches, whereas the current tablet has
that of 15 inches. The iPhone 6 is reported to increase its retina
display and thus viewing distance by a few inches.
Sapphire screens:
This is a theory that many brush off as simply too outrageous,
however, it may carry some weight. GT Advanced has proven
technology which utilizes sapphire to make smartphone screens
indestructible. Coincidently enough, GT Advanced has signed a
contract with Apple which has a facility in Arizona testing these
durable screens. Now, Apple already uses sapphire technology to
cover the camera lens and TouchID sensor on the iPhones, so it is
not far-fetched that they expand the technology to the screen.
Curved screens:
A Bloomberg report in November revealed Apple is working on a
curved glass that would bend down toward the edges of the phone
with added sensors to detect different levels of pressure. This
advancement would be able to detect light or heavy touch of the
finger, thus allowing the phone to respond to direct intentional
touches, versus light touches that may have been a mistake.
Thinner body:
As if your current iPhone isn’t slender enough, the iPhone 6 is
guaranteed to be even slimmer. Rumors have surfaced that the
iPhone 6 may in fact be dubbed the iPhone Air due to its trim
shape. Along with this, another rumor stems the idea that the
iPhone 6 may remove the home button. Instead, the iPhone would
have a larger screen with less unusable space. In this case, the
screen would have to include a touch sensitive area to replace the
physical button, and a finger print reader built into the screen
itself.
Better Camera:
It is acommon belief that the iPhone 6 will naturally have a better
camera. Reports indicate the existing 8 megapixel camera could
see improvements up to 13 megapixels. Many believe the iPhone
6 will have better image stabilization than its current abilities.
The new camera will allegedly use new sensors that will capture
clearer images due to its capacity to minimize color shifts.
So when will we see this new iPhone? Traditionally Apple has
kept new product announcements confined to the months of
September or October. Many believe this tradition will continue
while others expect the iPhone 6 to be announced as early as May
or June this year.

Troubling data about talent
management & succession
By Professor Michael Roberto
Faculty Writer

Stanford’s David Larcker,
Stephen Miles, and Brian Tayan
have written a new article
titled “Seven Myths of CEO
Succession.” They cite some
rather startling statistics about
succession.
Each year, approximately
10 to 15 percent of companies
change CEOs either because
of retirement, recruitment
to another firm, resignation
following poor performance,
or for health-related issues. For
this reason, shareholders expect
that companies have a chosen
successor identified at all times
to immediately assume the CEO
position should the need arise.
Unfortunately, research data
indicates that this is often not the
case. According to a 2010 study
by Heidrick & Struggles and
the Rock Center for Corporate
Governance at Stanford
University, only 54 percent of
companies state that they are
grooming a specific successor to
the CEO position, and 39 percent
claim to have no viable internal

candidates to permanently
replace the CEO if required to do
so immediately.
Wow... what an indictment
of the leaders and the leadership
development efforts at many
companies! Nearly 4 of 10
firms report “no viable internal
candidates.” The data raise some
troubling questions. Are these
firms not investing in leadership
development efforts? Or, are
they spending unwisely in their
efforts to groom future leaders?
Perhaps most importantly, are
many firms not holding their
senior executives, including the
CEO, accountable for developing
talented people who can assume
top positions in the future?
CEOs and other top leaders
should be held responsible for
more than meeting financial
and non-financial performance
targets. They also need to be
held accountable for talent
development and succession.
That part of their job helps to
ensure the long term viability
and success of the institution.

working smarter, not harder
By John Zeiner
Business Editor

As college students, we tend to think that we know everything there is to know about technology.
Unfortunately, often times this techonology gets the better of us and we end up scrolling through
Instagram or Twitter when we are supposed to be writing a paper. The abundance of available apps have
made us less productive, if anything. The main purpose of smartphones, having a mobile device that
allows one to work from anywhere, tends to be overlooked in its day-to-day use. In order to stay on top
of things, you need the right tools for the job. So whether you are killing time in between class or on the
road, here are a few tips that will help you stay productive, regardless of where you are.
1. Step up your note-taking game with Evernote.
Evernote is the Michael Jordan of all note-taking apps. It allows you to
keep everything in sync by making all notes, web clips, files and images
available on every device and computer you use. When you stumble upon
something cool while you’re out and about, take a picture, record some
audio and save it. It also makes research easier than ever by collecting
information from anywhere into a single place. From text notes to web
pages to files and even snapshots, everything is always at your fingertips.
As students who go to a school notorious for group projects, it is
important to be able to work with friends and other peers. With Evernote
you can share your notes and collaborate on projects with colleagues
and classmates. In a time where we are constantly bombarded with information, it is important to keep
it organized. Evernote allows for organization by keywords, tags, location, or date in conjunction with
superior connectivity. It is available on every major device so you will never be without your notes.
2. Use Quickoffice to access Microsoft Office documents on the go.
Quickoffice enables the user to read, create, or edit Office documents, no matter what device you are
using. This will be very useful in making quick changes to papers right before they are due. Although
it does not have the same capabilities of the full Office suite, Quickoffice is extremely useful when you
need access to an Excel, PowerPoint, or Word document away from the computer. Google acquired the
company in June 2012 and re-released it as a free app in September 2013. This allows all students to use
their bryant.edu account and have access to all their Google Drive files as well.
3. Speaking of Google, never be late to another meeting or interview with the Google Now app.
Instead of checking a plethora of apps, Google Now reminds you of important things with a simple
glance or notification. They want you to get just the right information at just the right time. It provides
you with the weather before you start your day, the best route to take to avoid traffic, or even your favorite
team’s score while they are playing. Google Now operates in the background so you don’t have to. Your
specific information is automatically organized into simple cards that appear just when they’re needed.
To put it simply, Google Now delivers the information you care about, without having to search for it and
exactly when you want it.
4. Use Keeper Password & DataVault to manage and secure your passwords.
Now more than ever it is imperative to stay on top of all your online account information. With the
excessive number of different account usernames and passwords we have, it is important to keep
everything secure. If you are not using a password manager, chances are your passwords aren’t secure and
secure passwords are your first defense against identity theft. Keeper Password & DataVault will store all
your passwords securely so you can access them from any device. This comes in handy considering the
fact that creating new passwords and remembering them across all devices is immensely difficult to do.
5. Blur the lines between on-the-go file access and local desktop access with Google Drive
As a Bryant student, this is undoubtedly one of the most used apps by all students. All group projects
begin synonymously with “Alright, I’ll make a Google doc.” Instead of having to keep track of the
lastest versions of files and collaborate with co-workers via email, use cloud-based Google Drive to
make real time edits that everyone has acess to, regardless of what device they are using. This app makes
collaboration a breeze while simultaneously having the greatest accessibility and ease of use out of any
app on the market.
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Behind the camera
of Bryant Sports
By Ryan Bizier
Contributing Writer
For the parent who cannot make
the 3 hour drive to the Bryant
campus, for the roommate who
cannot make the 3 minute walk to the
gym in the rain, the Bryant Sports
Network is there to ensure that those
who are unable to cheer on Bryant
Athletics in person can still watch.

‘Needless to say, juggling
all of this is no easy
task. For Anderson, one
mishap could mean that
countless people could
miss big moments such
as a buzzer beating three
pointer, or a walk-off
homerun.’
With a simple laptop and internet
connection, anyone can watch the
Bulldogs compete from the comfort of
their dorm room.
Just how much preparation and
hard work goes into webcasting these
sporting events? Anyone who has ever
played competitive collegiate sports
knows that a substantial amount of
practice and hard work goes into
getting ready to compete. Not many
people however, know just how much
work goes into webcasting sporting
events for the general public to see.

For Luke Anderson, Director of
New Media, this work includes hours
of setting up camera and computer
equipment before games, followed
by hours of editing of footage after
games to be uploaded to the Bryant
Athletics YouTube page.
Most spectators begin rolling into
sporting events 20-30 minutes before
the contests begin. Anderson on the
other hand typically arrives anywhere
from 1-3 hours before game time in
order to set up the equipment needed
to broadcast online to those who
cannot be in attendance.

Anderson, who is in his first year
of working for the Bryant Sports
Network, is tasked with performing
a variety of duties. These duties
include performing post-game
interviews, maintaining the Bryant
Athletics YouTube page, shooting
B-roll footage, editing highlights
and occasionally providing color
commentary.
Needless to say, juggling all of this
is no easy task. For Anderson, one
mishap could mean that countless
people could miss big moments such
as a buzzer beating three pointer, or a
walk-off homerun. Despite the stress
that comes with the job, Anderson
notes that his passion for sports keeps
his enjoyment within the work.
“Being one person managing
everything can be stressful at times,
but being around sports and working
with my friends makes this job worth
it.”
Another important job of
Anderson’s is overseeing the Bryant
Sports Network’s student workers.
Employed are 12-15 part-time
students who are taught first-hand
how to operate camera equipment,
direct, and provide graphics as well
as color commentary to every heart
stopping moment of Bryant Athletics.
Typically three to four students
work each sporting event. Basketball
games usually require two students
on camera with another on instant
replay duty along with a fourth on
director duty. Some events however,
like Lacrosse only require 2-3
workers.
Camera duty for student workers
is straight forward and only
requires following where the action
is occurring on the court or field.
Director duty is far more taxing
as it involves updating graphics
with scoring changes, switching
between cameras, and deciding what
commercials to cut to and when.
“The skills that the students pick
up on the job help them stand out
a lot to future employers, some of
which could even be NESN or ESPN.”
During long weekends and school
vacations, the Bryant Sports Network
occasionally finds itself short staffed.
After many students migrate home
for breaks Anderson is forced to
perform multiple tasks at once,
making the execution all the more
important.
It is easy to overlook the little
people when being entertained. When
the crowd is cheering and the music
is taking over the room, it is easy to
forget that there are people working
to make sure that everyone enjoys
the ride. So the next time you find
yourself tuning into a sporting event
on television or through a webcast,
just remember someone is standing
there through the wind and rain
holding a camera.
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Bulldogs’ Softball Team
deserves recognition
By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor
With so much attention on some of the other teams at Bryant, some of the
Bulldogs sports teams go under the radar. The Bulldogs’ softball team has truly
been the underdog story this season. However, with their play recently, under
the radar is the last place this team should be in.
The Bulldogs’ softball team has not just been one of the best teams on
campus, but they have shown they are one of the best teams in the conference.
The team is 22-15 on the season, including an 8-2 record in the conference. The
Bulldogs are also one of the best teams at home, with an 8-2 record at Bulldogs
Stadium. The team enjoyed a seven game winning streak, and has won nine of
the last twelve games. They have certainly shown they are one of the best teams
in the conference, and will look to keep playing at this high level for the rest of
the season heading into the tournament.

Elle Madsen pitching (MCT Campus)
The team has really stepped up to the plate and been one of the best hitting
teams in the NEC. In 37 games this year, they have scored 186 runs, including
30 homeruns. They are hitting a phenomenal .303 from the plate, and have an
on base percentage of over .470. Clearly, getting on base is one of the strong
points for the Bulldogs, and has led them to becoming one of the best offenses
in the conference.
Junior outfielder Madeline Velasquez has been one of the leaders for the
Bulldogs this year. As the leader at the plate, Velasquez has hit .339 and leads
the team with 30 RBIs. Senior shortstop Aubrey Mable is one of the best hitters
on the team, saving one of her best seasons for last with the Bulldogs. She is
batting .374 on the year, leading the team. Sophomore pitcher Elle Madsen has
gotten it done from the plate as well. She leads the team in homeruns with 11.
The Bulldogs pride themselves on their hitting, and they are one of the best
teams doing it.
One of the other reasons for their success this year has been their pitching.
With her success at the plate, Madsen has been dominant from the mound
this year for the Bulldogs. She has struck out 107 batters, and has an ERA of
2.87. Sophomore pitcher Haley Bottino has really had a stellar season from
the mound this year. In just 30 innings, she has 10 strikeouts and even has a
complete game. The success from the mound has not only helped the Bulldogs
stay in games, but has also made fewer opportunities for the defense to make
plays in the field.
Even if the Bulldogs were giving up hits from the mound, they are still one
of the better defensive teams in the conference. Their fielding percentage is
about .10 higher than their opponents. With stellar pitching and great defense
behind it, there aren’t many scoring opportunities for opponents, which is why
the Bulldogs have been so successful this year.
The combination of great pitching, hitting, and defense has led the Bulldogs
to being one of the best teams in the conference. There will be plenty of
chances for the team to improve even more, with plenty more conference
opponents left to play. The team can still make sure the rest of the conference
knows they are serious competitors.
The Bulldogs’ next test will be against URI Wednesday in Kingston.
Following the one game, the team will play conference rival Robert Morris in
New York for two games. The Bulldogs will look to continue their dominance
not just in the conference, but to show they are competitors to the rest of the
league.

Do you enjoy talking about sports?
You should write for The Archway.
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Bruins v. Red Wings Most talked about:
The teams will face off in the first round of the Stanley Cup
Johnny Manziel
By Mark Gallant
Staff Writer
The Red Wings have clinched the
8th seed in the eastern conference and
will be taking on the Bruins in the first
round of the Stanley Cup Playoffs. A
mix of young and old for Detroit has
given the Bruins problems this year, but
the Presidents’ Trophy winning team
won’t go down easy.
After winning the first game of
the season series 4-1, Boston dropped
three straight to the Wings despite
their injury problems. Captain Henrik
Zetterberg has only played in 45 games
due to a back injury and the highly
skilled Pavel Datsyuk has only played
45 as well. It appears that Zetterberg
won’t be ready for the series opener, but
there’s a chance he could return in the
later games if this one goes the distance.

with 19 goals, but has also gone cold
since Datsyuk’s return. However, the
Red Wings are plenty deep and have the
ability to score on all four lines, similar
to the Bruins. The addition of David
Legwand at the trade deadline has
proven to be a smart move, as the exlifelong Predator has put up 11 points in
21 games since joining the team.
For the Bruins, the key will be for
the defense to keep up with Detroit’s
speed. The Detroit forwards are
exceptionally quick and skilled and
must be slowed down in transition
in order to be stopped. The Bruins
shouldn’t have a terrible time scoring
themselves, especially if their top three
lines come out hot. The Carl SoderbergLoui Eriksson Swedish connection
could be the x-factor in the series, as
they have looked pretty darn good the
last few weeks. Definitely one of, if

By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor

He’s one of the most exciting college
prospects in recent drafts. He is the most
captivating, polarizing, and highlight
reel making quarterback in the NFL
Draft. Johnny Manziel is certainty the
most talked about NFL prospect in this
year’s draft. Always tending to make
headlines on and off the field, Manziel is

of the fastest forty yard dashes among
quarterbacks, but he also dressed in full
pads for his pro day, something that is
unheard of. With all of his gear on, he
performed and threw better than most of
the other quarterbacks. He has certainly
gone out of his way to silence all the
critics.
There have been plenty of teams
that have been impressed by Manziel’s
efforts this offseason. The Oakland

Johnny Manziel player to watch (MCT Campus)

Goaltender Jimmy Howard has missed
some time and hasn’t played his best
when he is in net either. His .910 save
percentage and 2.66 GAA are both his
lowest since the 2010-11 season.
The real story for Detroit has been
their young guns who have filled in for
their ailing stars. Gustav Nyquist has
been as hot as anyone since late January,
scoring 23 of his 28 goals since January
20th. However, after scoring 12 goals
in ten games before Pavel Datsyuk’s
return, the 24-year-old has not potted
one in the past six games when the
Magic Man has been in the lineup.
Hopefully for the Bruins, Nyquist
will stay cold for the next couple
weeks.
Another strong youngster has been
Thomas Tatar, who finished the season

not the best, third line in the league,
especially if Eriksson can play up to his
potential.
This definitely won’t be an easy first
series for Boston. Obviously, there has
been some extremely entertaining first
round series for the Bruins (see Bruins
vs. Montreal 2011 and Bruins vs. Maple
Leafs 2013) and this one is shaping up to
be another barn-burner. On paper, this
Red Wings team could easily be a three
or four seed rather than an eight. The
Bruins haven’t won a game in Detroit
since 2007, so they will need to come
out of the gates strong and take the first
two at home. If they can win one game
away, they should be able to take this
one.

also one of the more scrutinized players
to be scouted. To go with ankle breaking
jukes and long throws down the field,
he is best known for partying, drinking,
and other antics. This has made him
one of the more controversial players in
recent drafts.
Yes, he is an enigma. He’s exciting,
breath-taking, and a super-ego, just to
describe Manziel in a few words.
However, as of late, he seems to have
taken a turn, and one could add mature
and humble to that description.
Has Johnny “Football” finally
figured out how to be a professional
athlete? The former Texas A&M
quarterback, who could be seen getting
in defender’s faces, taunting opponents,
or celebrating touchdowns, has gone
from a flashy diva to a confident, mature
quarterback. In this draft process, from
the combine to his pro day, Manziel
has take the leadership role, presenting
himself as someone who can lead a
franchise. He has answered interview
questions up front, showed off all of his
talents, and taken his work extremely
seriously. He has made the headlines for
more good news than bad.
It certainly has been quite the
draft process for Manziel. Not only
did he silence critics by running one

Raiders, Cleveland Browns, and Tampa
Bay Buccanneers have all said they were
impressed by the humble quarterback. It
certainly seems like Manziel, on and off
the field, is a great prospect.
There is still doubt that Manziel can
keep up this leadership and persona.
However, it’s great to see he has adjusted
his antics away from the game to make
himself into a better prospect. There
was never a question of Manziel’s talents
on the field. There hasn’t been a player
with his combination of arm strength,
mobility, and finesse in college football
for quite some time. There were always
doubts about his actions between plays
or after games, as it created much doubt
for how legitimate of a player he really
was. With the way he has treated this
draft process, he is certainly proving he
can be a leader of a franchise.
There is still a month to go until the
draft, and there is still time for Manziel
to either improve his stock, or to watch
it fall by doing something off the field.
Manziel is projected to be a top-ten pick,
and could even go number one overall
still. If Manziel can carry over his
talents from college and still continue
his leadership role, there is no reason
he shouldn’t be the first pick in the NFL
Draft.

Week’s Best
Sports Tweets
Aaron Rodgers @AaronRodgers12
Nothing like Sunday at the masters with a tight leaderboard.
Would love to see @RickieFowlerPGA or Spieth take it. Or
MAJ and the ponytail.

John Calipari @UKCoachCalipari
It’s a great opportunity for Rod, but it’s also a great thing
for @USFCoachO to have Rod, his experience and his
knowledge at his side.

Nate Robinson @nate_robinson
Yeah I got on superman socks so #holdat & I got on #J’s
#HiH8ers
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Watson wins More bad boys of the league: Should
Masters for the 49ers cut Aldon Smith loose?
second time
By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor

When Bubba Watson won his first
Masters two years ago, he completed what
was one of the most improbable tournament
wins in golfing history. At such a young age,
Watson wasn’t supposed to stand a chance
against the field. However, he completed what
was one of the most remarkable tournament
wins in history, winning the most important
tournament in the golfing season. All Watson
knew was he didn’t want this to be his only
championship, as he knew he wanted to earn
one of golf’s most prestigious honors.
Watson didn’t wait too long, as he earned
his second Masters Tournament win in three
years this past weekend.

By Matt Gillen
Marketing & Business Director

I made a crucial mistake in my NFL article last week. You
really can’t talk about illegal behavior by players in the NFL
without bringing up Aldon Smith’s name. The 49ers starting
outside linebacker is always in the limelight. Half of the time
for his exceptional play on the field, the other half for his
exceptional ability to break the law and get caught.
Smith was just arrested for the fourth time in the past 18
months. In that short time, in between racking up sacks, the
player racked up two DUIs, three felony accounts of possession
of an illegal assault weapon and was arrested just this Sunday,
April 13th for giving a false bomb threat after being selected to
be searched by TSA officers at LAX airport.
According to LAX Police Sgt. Karla Ortiz, Smith was
selected for a secondary screening and once they finished he
asked if they needed to search him anymore. When the officer
said that it wasn’t necessary he calmly replied, “Why not? I have
a bomb”. It was all over from there; he was arrested on the
spot. As funny as Smith and you or I might find that comment,
as it seems quite obvious that a professional football player
would not be bringing a bomb into an airport – or admit to
it – the TSA has to take every threat seriously in order to keep
people safe. Smith was already on thin ice after receiving his
second DUI arrest in the middle of the 2013 season and then
entered rehab for alcohol abuse, missing 5 games. Currently
Smith is still facing charges for the drunk driving, and illegal
weapons arrests.
So, the big picture here is that Aldon Smith is a phenomenal

player and huge staple of San Francisco’s widely feared defense,
and also the biggest liability on the team at this point. With
only one, optional year left on his contract with the team it will
be interesting to see if they take a page from the Eagles book
and cut him loose now. The guy is a ticking time bomb, as are
a lot of these young players who got too much money and too
much fame too fast. Touching on a deeper issue, as inexcusable
as his behavior is, Smith is only 24 years old. It seems very clear
that the system is partly to blame for all of these off the field
issues.
Maybe the system is flawed, but it does have procedures in
place to prevent this kind of thing to happening. Every player
submits to a Human Resource Tactics (HRT) report before
being drafted in the NFL. Smith’s in 2011 warned potential
teams about his susceptibility to trouble. When referring to
Smith the report directly stated, “He has some past experience
with getting into trouble and is a higher-than-average risk for
this sort of behavior in the future”. I’m not sure how much
brighter and bigger the red flag has to get. On top of that
the HRT reported multiple times on how potentially lazy the
linebacker would be.
The 49ers saw this report, read it, contemplated and talked
about the implications and then disregarded it and signed the
young head case. With that information we can accurately say
that the 49ers organization is to blame for any backlash and
negative image that rains down on them after this incident. San
Francisco showed through their actions that they valued skill
and winning games over dedication and integrity, and now
here they are. Again, we hope that teams will take note of this
example and send players like Aldon Smith somewhere terrible
like the Raiders or the CFL.

Bubba Watson receiving his green jacket

In what was a competitive tournament
the entire weekend, Watson really ran away
with his second Masters victory. On the
final day of competition, he shot a -69, the
same score he had in 2012 when he won the
tournament, despite some competition from
Spieth, Watson went back-to-back birdies on
eighth and ninth hole. On the back 9, Watson
secured the victory on No. 13 when he fired
the drive a whopping 366 yards, and tapped in
the birdie. From there on, it was Watson’s title
to lose, as he cruised to his second Masters
championship in three years.
With his tournament win, Watson
becomes just the eighth golfer two win
two masters in three years. He is also the
seventeenth golfer to win multiple masters
championships. Clearly, this is quite an honor
for Watson, as he has secured his spot as one
of the best golfers on the green today.
Watson admits he might have lost focus in
pursuit of his second Masters championship.
He said that, during the last couple of holes,
he really lost track and didn’t remember how
he managed to do so well. He said he got
into a zone that he really couldn’t get out of,
and that’s what helped him concentrate on
winning his second masters title.
He also said that he felt he earned this
second masters tournament championship
more than the first one. He said the first one
seemed unplanned and unexpected, as he
didn’t really anticipate winning the award.
However, Watson said, this year, he worked
extremely hard and was very focused on
developing his game and preparing for this
event. He said when Adam Scott won the
tournament last year, he really wanted to
make sure he was back on that stage the next
tournament, and wanted to make sure he was
the best golfer in the tournament. Clearly, his
hard work paid off, as he cruised through the
field and certainly deserved the honor.
Of course, many will argue the only
reason Watson was able to win this
tournament was because of the lack of
competition in the field, especially with Tiger
Woods missing the tournament. He recently
had to withdraw due to injury. However,
he hasn’t really been as competitive and
dominant in recent golf seasons, as many of
the younger golfers, including Watson, have
made their own impact on the game and won
their own majors. Watson was simply just
prepared more for this tournament, as he was
clearly the best golfer in what has always been
a tough tournament to win.
So, congratulations to Watson for his
fantastic win, and hopefully he can repeat his
success next season.
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Lammily takes on Barbie as more realistic
By Kendra Hildebrand
Staff Writer
I’m a Barbie girl, in a Barbie
world. Everyone knows who she
is. She’s the girl with the long,
blonde hair and the big, blue eyes.
She’s the girl who’s had every
pet you could ever imagine, the
girl who’s operated and owned
too many vehicles to count, the
girl who’s tried out every career,
ranging from a ballerina to an
astronaut, all in one lifetime. And
most importantly, she’s the girl
who has a wardrobe stocked with
fashion and color that you could
never even begin to afford. She is
perfection in the form of a small
plastic toy. She’s everything any
little girl could ever want to be.
Who wouldn’t want to be Barbie?
Barbie was empowering;
inspiring! But not anymore.
Everyone’s talking about
Barbie—but not in a good way.
Barbie: the renowned fashion
doll that has been the toy for
generations of women now is
encircled in controversy about
her skinny plastic body. It seems
that the doll’s unrealistically
fabricated measurements are
so disproportionate that it has
become a contributing factor
to the war on women’s bodies.
People argue that Barbie is no
longer a role model for young
children; instead she’s the perfect
image of an unattainable figure
for which women shouldn’t

strive. The fear is that young
children will attempt to emulate
her characteristics and resort
to dangerous methods, such as
anorexia. Instead, the public is
asking for a more realistic doll,
one that reflects the body of an
average human being. But what
is average?
Unfortunately, we seem to
be a country of extremes. In
2013, an image of a “plus size
Barbie” circulated like wild fire
throughout the internet. The
picture, originally submitted in
an illustration contest, gained
notoriety when it was posted
by Plus-Size-Modeling.com
on Facebook. It was posted
with the caption “Should toy
companies start making plus
sized Barbie dolls?”. The post not
only received equally negative
responses as the original Barbie,
but also outrage.
The reason why the doll
received little support is for
the same reason the original
causes such controversy: her
exaggerated proportions.
However, this doll is on the
opposite end of the spectrum.
Plus sized Barbie features the
same recognizable wardrobe, hair,
and eyes, but she also sports a
triple chin.
Barbie has transformed
into a morbidly obese doll.
Commentators on the post
pointed out that if the plus sized
toy is made, an unhealthy doll

would be replacing another
unhealthy doll. Thus began the
search for a happy medium.
Nickolay Lamm introduced
what he believes average looks
like to the world last year, when
his rendition of Barbie circulated
online. His illustration attracted
overwhelming popularity, so
much so that he was inspired to
bring his drawing to life. Soon
after gaining the funds, Lamm
introduced the “Lammily” doll
along with the tagline “Average is
beautiful.”
Lammily’s body
measurements are that of an
average nineteen year old female’s
body based on data from the
Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, the national public
health institute of the United
States. The new doll’s wrists,
feet, hands, and knees were also
designed to move and bend.
Further differences between
Lammily and Barbie are
Lammily’s brown hair and
minimal makeup. Lamm’s goal
was to show “how distorted
fashion dolls are in relation to
typical human body proportions.”
In a YouTube video that
supports his doll, he states that
Lammily “promotes a healthy
lifestyle” and that making her
a reality will make girls “grow
up to become happier, stronger
woman” who are “truly confident
and proud of their own bodies.”
Lammily is available for preorder

and expected shipping is due in
November.
Whether or not Lamm’s
doll becomes a success is up to
consumers. It could go either
way. Parents who feel that
Barbie’s unrealistic body and
lifestyle are a negative influences
will find Lammily to be the

perfect alternative. On the other
hand, children might prefer
Barbie simply because she’s more
extravagant. Either way, it is
encouraging knowing that people
are making a conscious effort to
promote healthy body images
because realistically, no one can
live in the Barbie world.

Featuring feminism: Hillary Coombs
Women can be strong, independent people while being in a committed relationship
By Aubrey Waz
Contributing Writer
Hillary Coombs is the founder of the
Bryant University chapter of HerCampus,
an organization devoted to providing
a space for women to come together to
share and grow throughout their four
years here. This group now has grown
exponentially since its founding and has
made an impact on the campus overall.
The campus, and the Bryant culture have
made an impact on Coombs as well.
Coombs feels that the best part about
being a female student at Bryant is that
it is an amazing experience. Professors
and faculty, as well as the Office of
Campus Engagement and the Amica
Center, work to make sure that men and
women are given an equal opportunity.
Where finance and accounting may be
predominantly male majors at some
schools, Coombs notes and appreciates
that this is not the case here. There are no

gender barriers when it concerns majors
at Bryant. This is important to Coombs
because it allows women an opportunity
that may not be afforded them elsewhere.
It allows Bryant men and women to apply
to a range of jobs that could be blocked by
the stigma that some jobs are traditionally
held by either a man or a woman. Bryant
is breaking down that stigma.

There are challenges that come with
being a woman on campus however.
One of the biggest challenges is that
the population is divided 60/40, with
the larger portion being male. Coombs
comments that while this does not impact
her education directly, she feels that often
the male students underestimate the
capabilities of their female counterparts.
While this situation is not perilous, it can
still foster an environment in which the
women on campus feel that they cannot
speak freely for risk of being wrong.

‘Whatever it is you want to
do, just do it.’
Professors do work, according to
Coombs, to remove this attitude within
their individual classrooms, but until
the general culture changes, more global
change cannot take place.
This year Coombs has had an overall
successful year. One of her biggest
accomplishments is learning to be her
own person. This year Coombs started
dating a man who was deployed soon after
they began dating. While this is, without
a doubt, challenging, Coombs says that
she has learned a lot from the experience.
In past relationships Coombs comments
that while the relationships were fun and
interesting, she was never autonomous;
she never felt that she had the freedom
to completely decide what she wanted
to do. She said that dating her current
boyfriend has taught her that she can be
a strong, independent person while still
maintaining a committed relationship.
This is very important to Coombs, and
she feels that everyone should find a
relationship in which both people are
able to be themselves and accomplish
what they want to do it without total
dependence on the other person. “Just
do it.” Coombs tells the student body,

“Whatever it is you want to do, just do it”.
It is the hope of the Hochberg
Women’s Center to make the Featuring
Feminism column a permanent spot
in the weekly newspaper. The intent
of this column will be to highlight
empowered women and men who strive
to make a difference on Bryant’s campus,
particularly in the realm of equality and
acceptance of all students. Each week
a student, staff, or faculty member can
be nominated by Tuesday by sending

Pictured above is Hilary Coombs
an email to Aubrey Waz (awaz@bryant.
edu) with an individual’s name and a
brief description of why you believe
this individual should be the following
week’s featured feminist.

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the identified columnists and writers,
which are not necessarily those of the newspaper or Bryant University.
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Parking problems persist and will get worse
By Sam Obar
Contributing Writer
Since 2000, in an effort
to attract top students and
faculty, Bryant University
has undertaken several major
construction projects, including
the Bello Center, the Machtley
Interfaith Center, and, most
recently, the renovated Fisher
Student Center. Bryant will also
soon open a new facility next
to the existing unistructure to
house more classrooms and
learning space.
But with all the additional
people that are being brought to
the institution because of those
buildings, including visitors not
part of the campus community,
Bryant will eventually need to
turn its attention to another
serious concern: providing
enough convenient parking.
Bryant currently has a parking
problem that is only going to get
worse as more new buildings go
up. The problem affects everyone
at Bryant - students, faculty, staff,
and visitors.
Students are perhaps most
affected by the shortage of
parking spaces because they must
compete for a limited number of
parking spaces along the main
strip next to the residence halls,
and in a couple other small
parking lots near the residence
halls. Even though freshman
students must park in the general
visitor parking lot near Bulldog
Stadium, upperclassmen still
often have difficulty finding
parking spots near their
residence halls.
The campus landscape, with
walkways leading from each
residence hall, is designed to
prohibit most vehicular traffic

within the suite village, and
to only allow vehicles to drive
and park on the perimeter of
the campus. But this layout
needs reconfiguration to allow
expanded parking within the
suite village.
For students who live in
residence halls that are closer
to the unistructure than to the
parking lots, even the parking
spaces along the strip are not
convenient. In many cases,
particularly on move-in and
move-out days, students who
need to bring heavy or large
objects directly to or from their
residence hall have no choice but
to drive on the brick pedestrian
walkways in the suite village
in order to park close to the
residence hall. During the school
day, the school’s maintenance
trucks also must drive on the
pedestrian walkways because
they have no other roadways to
use to access certain residence
halls. These walkways are not
wide enough for both vehicles
and pedestrians, which presents
safety concerns.
Keeping the pedestrian
walkways in the center of
campus is not as important
as expanding parking. The
university administration should
consider redesigning the campus

to include more centrally-located
parking that allows access to
all of the major buildings on
campus and the suite village.
These walkways can be replaced
by modestly sized paved roads
that allow drive-up access
to residence halls, and some
parking.
The new Fisher Center and
Interfaith Center also do not
have dedicated parking lots
available for general use, which
limits the ability for outside
visitors to attend events at either
of those facilities. The Hall 16
lot is generally full and is only
available for students, and the
lot directly adjacent to the Fisher
Center is made up primarily
of reserved spaces. The Fisher
Center parking lot is so small
that it creates safety concerns
because of large trucks that need

to use the building’s loading
dock. Tractor trailers have to
park in awkward and unsafe
positions because the lot does not
allow easy access to the loading
dock.
Despite it being the hub of
campus activity, the unistructure
is also very inaccessible for
students, staff, and faculty
wishing to park close by. The rear
parking lot between the athletic
center and unistructure, used
for deliveries to the MRC wing,
is primarily made up of reserved
parking spots. Delivery trucks
must navigate a narrow lot and
park in a fire lane in order to
have access to a building.
There are no easily accessible
parking lots available for general
use near the unistructure. The
only parking areas behind the
unistructure are essentially
gravel, with no easily identifiable
spaces. These lots are routinely
filled to capacity, and cars are not
parked efficiently because of the
lack of marked parking spaces.
The circular parking
lot directly behind the
unistructure’s rotunda is not big
enough to handle the number
of food staff, public safety, and
maintenance employees who
require access to the building
from that location, along with

the trucks that require access
to the loading dock. As a result,
maintenance and other vehicles
are often parked in fire lanes and
in front of other vehicles.
As it stands currently, most
students, faculty, and outside
visitors park in the general
visitors’ lot that stretches from
the Bello Center to the Bulldog
Stadium. At night, this presents
safety concerns, as some women
have reported feeling unsafe
walking so far to their vehicles.
In addition, at certain times of
the year, these spots can fill up
quickly if athletic events are
held at the Bulldog Stadium,
requiring students and staff
to park even further from the
center of campus. Football fans
who want to tailgate are not
given a dedicated parking area
for their use, which takes up
space for other campus visitors
and members of the campus
community.
Unlike new buildings,
parking lots are relatively
inexpensive and easy to create,
and there is extensive open space
behind the unistructure and
between buildings on campus
to put these lots. With the
university’s rapid growth, now is
the time to start expansion.

‘Mad Men,’ ‘Game of Thrones’ not so
different after all
By Gina Barreca
MCT Campus

Which wildly popular Sunday night television show
relies more heavily on fantasy: AMC’s Mad Men or
HBO’s Game of Thrones?
In one, a three-eyed raven is linked to prophetic
powers called “greensight” that offer a supernatural
ability to experience past, future or somehow otherwise
inaccessible events through dreams to a young, albeit
usurped, noble child who is paralyzed by having been
thrown from a crenelated balcony while witnessing the
incestuous encounter between attractive twin siblings.
In the other, Jon Hamm enters my living room on a
regular basis, smart women get to run companies and
sit on boards (of directors, that is) and young people can
find rent-stabilized apartments in Manhattan.
Which one is based more fully on fantasy? You decide.
There are dragons in both. In one, a small blonde
controls the dragons. In the other, a big redhead shows
mastery. In Game of Thrones, the dragons are outside. In
Mad Men, the dragons are internalized. In GoT, you deal
with dragons by telling “DRACARYS!” In MM, you deal
with them by yelling “DAIQUIRIS!” Or “martinis,” as the
case may be.
Both shows rely heavily on cleverly crafted illusion
and deception as well as carefully constructed layers of
appearance. Their scripts offer viewers a series of complex

quests for emotional justice that are deftly paired with a
self-indulgent delight in profane decadence.
Both include a lot of really, really heavy drinking and
smoking (see dragons, above).
Both Mad Men and Game of Thrones have strong
female leads battling against crumbling, poisonous
and powerfully patriarchal structures. True, all these
formidable women appear, at one point or another, either
half-naked, fully naked, in armor, in nightgowns, in
slips, in chains, in bed, on funeral pyres or with tears in
their eyes in order to show they are vulnerable as well
as fierce. So what if they are as Machiavellian, sexually
manipulative and downright debauched as their male
counterparts?
The plots of both shows rely heavily on the premise
that a girl’s gotta make a living.
And we cheer these characters as they cheat, lie and
lead others into battle because, when compared to the
depiction of female characters in other programs True
Detectives, Homeland, and Teen Mom 3, for example
these are the most dynamic and least cringe-inducing
women on the small screen. Why? Because they aren’t
merely the decoratively dead victims of cult murders or
going off their birth control or other meds when they
know better. Also they have much better lines.
Male characters have good lines, too.
See if you can correctly attribute the quotations to
their respective shows by choosing from the following
pairs. Decide whether the line was said by one of the yakclothed, heavily eyebrowed and faux Middle-Ages GoT
cast members or by one of the svelte, tweedy and ultramodern MM types:
1. “It’s not easy being drunk all the time. If it were
easy, everyone would do it” vs. “They say as soon as
you cut down on your drinking, you have a drinking
problem.”
2. “Am I to entertain your ballad of dissatisfaction,
or has something actually happened?” vs. “If you want
justice, you’ve come to the wrong place.”
3. “One never knows how loyalty is born” vs. “My
father beat the hell out of me. All it did was make me

fantasize about the day I could murder him.”
Answers: 1. GoT, MM. 2: MM, GoT; MM, MM. Even if
you did well, wasn’t it a little tricky?
The Middle Ages and the 1960s were, perhaps, not
so different: they were infused with the fear of, and real
potential for, the destruction of civilization whether
from plague or nuclear war. Considering recent and
compelling world tensions, we haven’t got past those yet.
We’ve dressed up the characters and added some heroism
to addiction and deception, but I think we’d all rather be
here.
Both Mad Men and Game of Thrones wrestle with
timeless issues: the cutthroat nature of success, the
incendiary results of certain forms of conflict and how to
entertain ourselves on Sunday night.
After all, isn’t their primary function to divert us from
the anxieties and worries we’re actually facing when we
start our real lives on Monday morning?
What else is a fantasy for?
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Sodexo is only half the
problem
By Zach DiFranza
Staff Writer

I am just as excited as the next Salmonson voyager to hear about the changes being made in the school’s
food provider. Sodexo certainly pleased with things like the turkey cutlet and chicken patties, but was
inconsistent in quality. Many people even claimed most of the food was less than friendly on the digestive
system. The change in provider is a start, but here are a few dining adjustments I would make.
1. Bacon:
Genuine bacon is hard to find at here at Bryant. Ronzios and Salmonson both seem to have a
misunderstanding of what bacon is. No one wants little bits of dried pork that have been sitting on the shelf
for who knows how long. People want hot, thick, and crispy slabs of flavorful bacon. I don’t think I’m alone
in thinking some real bacon in my omelets and on my sandwiches would go a long way.
2. Subway:
I like Subway, but I wholeheartedly believe the space could be used in a better way. Salmonson and
South both offer a wide selection of sandwich varieties, and Subway seems to be a little over kill. The space
should be used to offer something unique rather than repetitive. Any business owner would be interested
in the highly profitable location and it would simply be a matter of Bryant’s opinion. Can you imagine
having a Chipotle, Asia Grille, or Panera on campus? It would hands down be worth the small sacrifice of
one of our three sandwich options.
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Bryant Said What?!
Compiled by Bryant Students
“It’s only like when a dog pees on every tree...”
“I’m sorry the lamp I threw at you is broken.”
“Oh that’s why my boobs were itchy...there’s a bunch
of Doritos down my shirt”
“I wanna snag a photo with a B- celebrity, maybe an
American Idol. Like Ace Ventura?”
“I hope there are cool young people at this burrito
place so we can be like - you get me.”

3. Bryant runs on Dunkin
I think it’s safe to say that a significant portion of this campus consumes a Dunkin Donuts coffee on a
regular basis, if not daily. Currently at about $2.50 for a medium iced coffee, it’s a hefty financial burden
for the many people accustomed to daily coffee intake. So my radical theory involves a trade of swipes or
other meal plan aspects for a Dunkin Donuts discount card. If the card made coffee around 99 cents, many
students would likely be eager to trade away their swipes or dinning dollars. Depending on your meal plan
it costs between 8 and 10 dollars per swipe, so one swipe would be equal to five $2.00 discounts. It’s quite
logically plausible to implement such a program with little to no expense to the University.

Profit and Loss
Happy Easter Weekend everyone! Enjoy
your time with your family.

4. Another Dining Hall
Look at any college review sight and you’ll see just how poorly Bryant’s dining is rating. Many
comments suggested a lack of options and need for another dining hall. Bryant’s student population is
growing, and the new physician assistant programs will draw in even more. With Salmonson crowded
already, it’s a pretty legitimate argument. The question would be a matter of where this dining hall would be
located. Perhaps, Bryant could renovate Golski and turn it into a later hour dinner option. Golski could still
serve staff normally during the day, but open to the students at
about 6 when few faculty are on campus anyways.
In conclusion, Bryant is making strides to improve their
dining options, but going from a D+ to a C- won’t have much
appeal to current and incoming students. If Bryant wants
people to rave about their dining options, they are going to
have to think revolutionarily.

Sunshine and sandals have begun!

Spring Weekend tickets are selling quick!
Make sure you get in line.

Will campus WiFi ever get better?

Greek Life Corner

Greek Week more than just winning
By Grace-Ann Onishea
Contributing Writer
Greek Week is a week dedicated to friendly
competition between the sororities and fraternities on
campus. This year Greek Week kicked off on March 30th
with the Lip Sync competition. Everybody brought their
best dance moves and a popular theme this year was
Frozen and the Backstreet Boys. The rest of the week
consisted of a three-legged race, egg and spoon race,
basketball, soccer, volleyball, etc. Each task tested each
Greek’s athleticism, patience, and team work.
But, why do Greeks love Greek Week so much? Isn’t
it a little childish and a lot like Field Day in Elementary
school? The answer is that Greek Week brings the
entire Greek community together. Ask any Greek on
campus and they’ll tell you Greek Week promotes unity.
Cheesy, right? Actually, no. Greeks make up only a small
percentage of the population here at Bryant University.
Usually this small population is scrutinized and held to
the stereotype that movies like Zoolander and Animal
House have created. However, Greeks are much more
complex people. All Greeks value scholarship, leadership,
service, and personal growth. By coming together for
one week, Greeks are acknowledging this common
foundation.
During Greek Week, I’m sure you saw all the sorority
women and fraternity men representing their letters. Of
course they are going to have loyalty to their personal

chapter. However, what’s more important is when all the
Greek men and women wore their Greek Week t-shirt.
On the back read: “No matter the letters. Greeks do it
better.” The statement sounds slightly arrogant, but there
is truth to this. Greeks have higher GPA’s than overall
collegiate GPA and the majority of the men and women
on the Fortune 500 list were Greeks. These statistics
often go unnoticed because negative conceptions are
usually associated with Greek Life.
By celebrating Greek Week, Greeks are hoping to

obtain visibility on campus. When you see an editor
of the Archway or a student ambassador or an e-board
member of an organization on campus wearing the
Greek Week t-shirt did you think differently of them?
Did you think, “Wow he/she must party a lot”. Or did
it make you realize that Greek men and women despite
being small have made a huge impact on our campus for
the better? They are the ones in ACE helping you make
appointments and tutoring you or the ones working
to improve our Bryant Community through acts of
leadership.

Yes, during Greek Week I can assure you that every
Greek is secretly wishing the other team trips or spells
a word wrong. They might believe in a higher standard,
but they’re still a competitive bunch. They train prior
to every event and new members are expected to bring
their A-game to their very first Greek Week. One
freshman said, “My first Greek Week definitely lived
up to expectation. It was crazy to see how competitive
everybody got and how everyone had their game faces on.
I definitely feel closer to the Greek Life community as a
whole after Greek Week. It wasn’t just about winning, but
getting to know everyone.”
So that’s the inside scoop. Greek Week isn’t about
who wins it all--by the way, Delta Zeta and Delta Chi
currently hold the first place trophy - but, it’s about
unifying the Greek community. By coming together and
wearing the Greek Week t-shirts around campus they
were gaining visibility. People might have been buzzing
about who was winning what event, but they were also
acknowledging that Greeks are just typical college kids
who believe in teamwork and love friendly competition.
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John Pinette, a star gone too soon
Comedian who battled weight and other heath issues, succumbs to death at 50
By Nicholas Calabro
Staff Writer
The world has become far less comical recently. I say
that in reference to the death of comedian John Pinette,
one of my personal favorites (who Seinfeld fans would
remember as the carjacked catalyst for putting Jerry
Seinfeld and company on trial in the series finale). It
happened in Pittsburgh on Saturday April 5th, according
to the Allegheny County Medical Examiner’s Office.
John Pinette was only fifty years old at the time of
death. The cause of death itself has been reported as
natural causes resulting from his medical history. We

may never know the more specific details because his
personal doctor signed the death certificate so according
to reports that means there would not be an autopsy.
While there will not be an autopsy, his personal manager
Larry Schapiro reportedly said John Pinette was clean
and sober, despite past addiction problems.
The Seinfeld finale was not what began John Pinette’s
career. In fact, he toured the comedy club circuit for
more than two decades before deciding to go into
comedy. Pinette’s first performances were in the form of
open mic nights at Boston Comedy Clubs, while he was
reportedly going for an accounting degree in college.
After that, he was working in a bank, and during his time

John Pinette performing on his popular “Still Hungry” comedy tour (people.com)

there he was offered $100 a night for more performances
at comedy clubs. According to his personal manager,
he effectively resigned from the bank the next day by
reportedly going to lunch and not coming back. At the
time of his death, John Pinette was working on a comedy
set he had called “They Call Me Slim” about his weight
loss.
For those who knew him personally, John Pinette was
more than a comedian, he was a truly great, generous
person. Reportedly, after his death, people who had
worked with him would describe him as one of the
most generous people they had ever worked with, while
describing themselves as being very fortunate. His
personal manager would give one last comment about
how he always gave his money to the homeless people he
saw.
Now, why was John Pinette one of my personal
favorites of comedy? I believe that it was what made him
different. In this society, it is easy for us to place a special
importance on our physical image, which includes
weight. For many professions, this is necessary to
indicate that you are professional about the position. For
comedy however, I feel like something about its nature
needs people to let loose, which means a successful
comedian needs to enjoy the time on the stage, and not
worry so much about physical appearance. I feel like
John Pinette understood this. More than that, he found
a way to use his girth for a variety of his jokes (from
misadventures in the water park, to him against the
heat, to his battle against long buffet lines). In this way, I
would say it was John Pinette’s courage on the stage that
made him one of my personal favorites. To Mr. Pinette
himself, you have provided very much laughter with your
self aware brand of comedy. All I have left to say is, thank
you. May you rest in peace.

The Lost Wife: Love in the midst of war
By Sarah Rozenberg
Staff Writer
Lenka and Josef are both young students living in pre-war Prague. The two fall in
love and get married, thinking that they can run away together and start a new life.
The Nazi invasion comes too soon, however, and Lenka and Josef become separated
from each other. Josef is able to escape with his family to America, and he becomes a
successful doctor. Lenka is not so fortunate. She and her sister, mother, and father end
up in the Nazi ghetto of Terezin. She struggles to stay alive, and just when she thinks it
is the end, the war is over. Lenka has survived what most could not. Josef, meanwhile,
believes that Lenka died in the war, and remarries. While he has a new family, he
cannot forget about Lenka, and continues searching for her for many years. Lenka,
who believes Josef died on the boat over to America, remarries as well, and moves to
America with her husband. She too, feels empty without Josef in her life.
Years later, when Josef is at his grandson’s wedding in New York, he sees a woman
who looks very familiar, like someone he knew from a lifetime ago. Upon closer
inspection, he realizes that the woman is Lenka, the girl he married in Prague before

‘This perspective is more insightful and makes readers
connect with the characters and their experiences.’
the war. The girl he believed to be dead. But how is this possible? The two were
separated decades ago, both coming to America at different times. Is this meeting of
two past lovers a coincidence or fate? Could this be a second chance for them both?
The Lost Wife by Alyson Richman is a book about love, the holocaust, and believing
in miracles even when there is almost no hope left. There is not as much historical
information about the holocaust, rather there are more personal stories that cover
the awful things that took place in the ghettos and camps. This perspective is more
insightful and makes readers connect with the characters and their experiences. The
way things are described will make readers sympathize with the characters and all that
they have been through.
This is not an easy book to read, and having read many books about the holocaust
myself, this one in particular is very graphic. I thought this book was well written, but
would have liked to see more of what happened after Josef and Lenka met again years
later. The parts about Lenka in the work camps particularly got to me the most. All
of the hardships she went through were horrific, and the descriptions of what she saw
made me wish I could unread them. While it is true that this book is not a fun read, it is
one that is necessary and will make readers more sensitive to the events that took place
during the holocaust. This is a book I would recommend to all who would like to get a
glimpse of what went on in the camps during the Nazi invasion.

“Daringly constructed, this moving novel
begins at the end, and then, in a fully realized
circle through the most traumatic events of the
twentieth century, returns you there in a way
that makes your heart leap. Richman writes
with the clarity and softness of freshly fallen
snow.” ~ Loring Mandel
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The College Scoop
Game of Thrones
WHAT STUDENTS AT OTHER
shocks viewers with SEE
COLLEGES ARE READING ABOUT
the latest kill
The Daily Campus

University of Connecticut

By AJ Beltis
Staff Writer

**WARNING: This article contains spoilers from the
April 13 episode of “Game of Thrones”**

The price of two national titles is estimated at $55,000, at least in terms of
damages to the University of Connecticut Storrs campus said Stephanie Reitz, the
spokesperson for UConn. The men’s and women’s Final Four and championship
victories resulted in broken light poles, smashed windows, a broken water fountain,
a few rubbish fires, a missing stop sign, and a lot of trampled grass and shrubbery.

The Miscellany News
Vassar College

The King is dead! Last week’s Game of Thrones episode, “The Lion and the Rose,”
featured a shocker as one of television’s most universally despised characters choked
to death on his own blood. While in Westeros, Cersei and Jamie Lannister ran to the
arms of their dying son, millions of viewers were jumping off of their couches at home
as they witnessed the death of King Joffrey Lannister. The internet soon exploded, as
people started tweeting their joy over the death of the despised King Joffrey. Anna
Kendrick even tweeted about how great of a mood she was in following the episode,
later asking “Who wants shots?!?!?” But viewers also took time to acknowledge the
dedicated and effective work of the actor who played Joffrey, Jack Gleeson.

On Saturday, April 5, the Class of 2014, in collaboration with Vassar College
Entertainment (ViCE), hosted the event “50 Nights at The Chance,” the annual
event meant to commemorate the date that marks 50 nights until Commencement.
The event was held at The Chance Theater in Poughkeepsie. Though the event
usually results in small damages and problems because of the number of people
attending the event, this year’s 50 Nights event ended with multiple complaints of
violence directed towards both students and Chance security officers and racked up
several large damages to the venue and the buses.

The Heights
Boston College

‘While this show is known for its twists, I do think this move
was a bit too soon in regards to both the season itself and the
series as a whole’

Ask any viewer of Game of Thrones or reader of A Song and Ice and Fire and almost
all of them will tell you that the character that most deserved to die is the young
King Joffrey. In the books, he is a mere 12-year-old boy (later 13). Despite his middle
school age, he takes great joy in torturing and killing prostitutes, mocking his uncle,
ordering his fiancé beaten mercilessly, disobeying his family, and in a truly sadistic
moment, telling a man who offended him to choose between keeping his fingers or his
tongue. Most memorably, he’s known for defying the wishes of his mother Cersei by
ordering Ned Stark beheaded in front of Stark’s own daughters.
It’s no secret that Joffrey was inherently evil. And if I lived in King’s Landing, I
would be jumping for joy if my inhumane king were poisoned to death at his own
wedding after humiliating dwarves, his uncle, and his former betrothed Sansa. Make
no mistake – a slow, painful passing with his face turning some shade of blue and
purple and blood spewing out of his mouth, nose, and eyes was a fitting way for
Joffrey to go. But for the sake of the story, did Joffrey go too soon, in regard to both
the season and the story?
While there are many characters in Game of Thrones that are worthy of hatred
(Tywin, Theon, who is getting his just desserts, among others), no one quite fueled
viewers’ fires of contempt like Joffrey did. Every week, we would tune in and hate
whatever is was Joffrey would do, but how can we feel those emotions the same way
when it’s not Joffrey who’s causing them?
Personally, I think this has a lot to do with the character’s portrayer, Jack Gleeson.
The 21-year-old Ireland native received a lot of backlash from viewers because the
hatred of the character spilled over to him. Conversely, he has also been universally
acclaimed for his ability to make millions of people absolutely loathe him.
Joffrey Lannister is arguably one of the most detested individuals in history.
Giving that role to somebody who wasn’t able to make us hate him would not have
given the character justice. Joffrey needed to be hated, otherwise the story wouldn’t
have worked as well, and his actions wouldn’t have been as despicable. Gleeson was
able to hone in on the darkness inside of Joffrey without any reservations, and was
even praised by series author George R.R. Martin for his ability to make millions hate
him. Interestingly enough, Martin described Gleeson as a nice young man, which
probably made him hold the young actor’s performance in even higher regard.
So where exactly does Game of Thrones go from here? The show will be on until
at least 2016, and the books by Martin keep on coming. But when you think about it,
what will Star Wars: Episode VII be like without Darth Vader/Anakin? What would
Harry Potter be like without the presence or mention of Lord Voldemort? Taking
away the most evil and disliked character in a fictional universe will account for a big
change, but will the story be able to reach or exceed the place that it has already been?
“The Lion and the Rose” is just the 2nd episode in season four of Game of Thrones
– there will be eight more before the season ends. While this show is known for its
twists, I do think this move was a bit too soon in regards to both the season itself and
the series as a whole. Personally, I was someone who enjoyed Joffery’s presence on the
show – it added something to Game of Thrones that nothing else did. Having said that,
I think the story and the show is strong enough to continue to move on, but I don’t
think it will be as good as it was unless they can get us to rally against someone new.
In King’s Landing, I’d expect the next few episodes to focus on who exactly
killed Joffrey, what their intentions were, and what will happen to the falsely accused
murderer, Tyrion. Also, the loss of one of the show’s most central characters would
allow for more screentime devoted to some of my other favorite characters like
Daenerys, Arya and Bran.
So although Joffrey might not be missed in King’s Landing, I think it’s fair to say
that over the next few weeks, viewers might start feeling a bit of emptiness on the
inside wondering why their feelings for the show might not be as strong as they once
were. So to both Joffrey Baratheon and to Jack Gleeson, I say thank you for giving me
someone to hate week after week. Game of Thrones will never be the same.

Dean of Students Paul Chebator said in a phone interview that his office will ask
students to respect runners and to remember the solemn nature of the Marathon,
in which 35,000 runners—the course capacity—are expected to compete this year.
Student conduct policies regarding alcohol and behavior will be enforced, the
majority of the BCPD force will be on campus, and about 20 staff from the office
of the Vice President for Student Affairs will be on hand to remindstudents about
conduct policies. Access to the Mods will be restricted to students over the age of
21—as it is during tailgating days in the fall.
“My biggest concerns [are] either alcohol use that becomes a safety issue where
someone is jeopardizing their own safety or someone else’s safety … Or alcohol use
that results in inappropriate behavior,” Chebator said.
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Fading gigolo is more
fading than funny
By Roger Moore
MCT Campus

April 16, 2014

Comic of
the Week

Fading Gigolo is John Turturro’s idea of an old-school Woody Allen comedy, sohe wrote
Allen into it.
It’s a sentimental farce that presents Turturro as a Brooklyn Jack-of-all-trades whose
pal (Allen) decides that another trade this Jack, named Fioravante, would be good at is
pleasing women.
Allen is Murray, one of Fioravante’s several bosses, as the younger man has to juggle
several service sector jobs to make ends meet in what we call “the gig economy.”
Murray runs a rare book shop, and he’s about to give up the ghost.
“Only rare people buy rare books.”
But those rare people figure the grandfatherly Murray can help them find something a
little special like a third for a planned menage a trois.
Mild-mannered Murray has to talk milder-mannered Fioravante into it. It helps that
Sharon Stone was the woman doing the soliciting.
“Is he clean?” the society trophy wife wants to know. “I’m a little crazed. I just came
from an AIDS benefit.”
And we’re off, with Sofia Vergara as the “trois” in that menage. Fioravante tackles this
new gig with sensitivity and compassion. That’s why Murray figures there’s no harm in
offering him to this lonely Orthodox rabbi’s widow he’s just met.
Avigal (Vanessa Paradis) is lonely, depressed and, Murray figures, in desperate need of
a man’s touch. But how do you “help” an Orthodox woman?
“I don’t shake hands,” she says. Her culture doesn’t allow her to touch a man. Her
elders watch over her like a hawk. Her Bensonhurst community even hasits own NYPDsanctioned neighborhood watch, and one of those over-zealous watchers (Liev Schreiber)
watches Avigal with love, and a lot of suspicion. Even passing off Fioravante as a masseuse
with hands “that bring magic to the lonely” is going to be tricky.
The ancient Allen gamely makes Murray a doting, baseball-playing father in an
interracial marriage full of kids he has to keep entertained. Thirty years ago, he’d have
made Murray’s “new pimp throws around the cash” scenes very “Broadway Danny Rose”
and funnier.
Bob Balaban is amusing as Murray’s trusted but irritable lawyer, Vergara and Stone set
off comic sparks. But Turturro winds up playing the sad straight man in his own comedy.
And he and Paradis play this too somber. Sex scenes are more explicit than silly. The movie
gropes around for a lighter touch.
Moments like when the Orthodox religious police nab Murray for an inquisition are
meant to play like farce, but the often-scary Schreiber lends that an alarming theocratic,
fascist feel. Seriously, New York allows “religious police” to enforce dogma?
But by then “Fading Gigolo” has mimicked its title and faded, a failure in tone, a
romantic comic juggling act where every dropped ball kills another potential laugh in a
movie that desperately needs them.
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